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Gamma-ray deathline seems near spin-down  

power Ė = 4Ip² Ṗ /P3 of a few 1E33 erg/s.

In globular clusters.
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Shklovskii correction.
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16
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X-ray and U Band Light Curves of 3FGL  
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2FGL	J2339.6-0532

using a conversion equation proposed by Smith et al. (2002),

¢ = + - -g V B V0.54( ) 0.07. (1)

For J, H, and Ks, we employed the photometric data in the Two
Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS) catalog for flux calibration
(Skrutskie et al. 2006). The obtained magnitudes of the
reference stars are summarized in Table 2.

Figure 2 shows the light curves of 2FGL J2339.6-0532
obtained by OISTER. We re-confirmed the clear sinusoidal
modulation as reported by Kong et al. (2012) and Romani &
Shaw (2011). The absolute flux seems consistent with past
observations: the modulation amplitude is about 4.5 magnitude
in the R band and is larger at shorter wavelengths. In the R
band, we successfully observed the maximum phases of the
target eight times during the observation campaign. The photon
flux at the maximum phase is =R 17.7max mag on average and
varies among peaks within a range of ±0.1 mag. There was no
irregular activity like the flares observed in 2FGL J1311.6-
3429 (Kataoka et al. 2012).

2.4. Phase-resolved SED

To discuss the energetics quantitatively, we estimated the
energy flux based on the photometric data shown in Figure 2.
First, we corrected the galactic extinction at the coordinate of
the target (Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011; Cardelli et al. 1989);24
the employed extinction at various wavelength are listed in
Table 2. Then, we converted the absorption corrected
magnitudes to the energy flux using conversion equations
presented in Fukugita et al. (1996) and Tokunaga & Vacca
(2005) for optical (B, V, R, I, g’) and IR(J, H, Ks) energy
bands, respectively.

Figure 3(a) shows the energy fluxes yielded as functions of
the binary orbital phase. Phase = 0 was set to be
MJD = 55500.0. While the optical light curves show
symmetric structures, the IR (H and Ks) light curves possess
somewhat asymmetric shapes. This may be due to the geometry
of the companion star or the evaporating stellar gas. Panel (b)
shows the SED during the brightening phase from the orbital
phase = 0–0.5 in panel (a). Clearly the peak frequency
increases as the orbital phase increases from orbital phase
0–0.5, implying that the temperature of the companion
increases with the orbital phase. At the maximum phase, the
SED is fitted with a blackbody model with an effective
temperature of =T 7540 130eff K, which is consistent with
the past study (Romani & Shaw 2011).
In this paper, we assumed a simple emission model from the

surface of the companion star to explain the observed optical
emission. As described in Figure 4, we supposed that a
companion star with a radius rcomp is orbiting around a pulsar at
an orbital radius Rorb, and the hemisphere of the companion
that faces the pulsar is heated by the pulsar wind while the
opposite side of the companion has ordinal temperature Tcool.
Note that this model does not take into account the effect of
energy transfer via convection or advection on the surface of
the companion, and therefore the temperature distribution of
the companion is simply described by energy injection via the
pulsar wind, although the heating efficiency is unclear. In this
paper, we assumed that the spin-down energy is perfectly
converted into the isotropic pulsar wind and the injected energy
via the pulsar wind heats the companion up with a heating
efficiency of f for simplicity. We also adopted a spin-down
luminosity of ´2.3 1034 erg s−1 based on the timing analysis
in the radio band recently reported by Ray et al. (2014).
We then fitted the obtained phase-resolved SED with the

model function described above (Figure 5). Since the model
seems to correlate weakly with the inclination angle, we fixed

Table 2
Summary of Field Photometry

Reference-1 Reference-2 Aλ
†

Name
(USNO-2.0A) U0825_19993817 U0825_19993871
Coordinate
(J2000.0)

(23:39:39.487,
−05:32:40.56)

(23:39:40.366,
−05:31:51.89)

B 18.435 ± 0.014 17.603 ± 0.008 0.120
V 17.834 ± 0.018 16.828 ± 0.008 0.091
R 17.484 ± 0.016 16.388 ± 0.007 0.072
I 17.296 ± 0.020 16.105 ± 0.008 0.050
g’ 18.098 ± 0.011a 17.177 ± 0.006a 0.110
J 16.47 ± 0.10b 15.19 ± 0.04b 0.024
H 16.45 ± 0.23b 14.87 ± 0.05b 0.015
Ks 16.12b,c 14.55 ± 0.08b 0.011
Hα (656 nm) 314 ± 46 μJyd 854 ± 170 μJyd K

Note. Errors are with 1σ confidence level.
† Galactic extinction at the target coordinate (Cardelli et al. 1989; Schlafly &
Finkbeiner 2011).
a SDSS magnitudes were calculated from B-band and V-band magnitudes
based on Smith et al. (2002).
b For the flux calibrations of J, H, and Ks, we referred to the 2MASS catalog
(Skrutskie et al. 2006).
c The catalog error of the Reference-1 for the Ks band was not available.
d The flux density was evaluated from the absorption-corrected SED assuming
a simple balckbody model. The estimated temperature of the reference stars
were =T 7320 160BB,ref1 K, =T 6300 180BB,ref1 K.

Figure 2.Multi-color light curve of 2FGL J2339.6-0532 obtained via OISTER.

24 In the above extinction evaluation, we utilized http://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/
forms/calculator.html, and http://dogwood.physics.mcmaster.ca/Acurve.html.
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the inclination angle i. The resultant model parameters are
summarized in Figure 6 as functions of the inclination angle.
Although the fit seems rather poor—mainly because of the
large residual in the IR band—we found that an inclination

angle of =i 59 minimizes the c2. For comparison, we also
attempted this analysis without IR data and obtained a best-fit
parameter of =i 52 . These results seem consistent with the
inclination angle reported by Romani & Shaw (2011). The
obtained best-fit parameters are summarized in Table 3.
Additionally, the obtained temperature distributions of the
companion surface are plotted in Figure 7 as functions of the
zenith angle of the pulsar from the measured point on the
companion surface.

3. X-RAY OBSERVATION

3.1. Observation

2FGL J2339.6-05312 was observed with the Suzaku satellite
on 2011 June 29th. The target was observed at the XIS nominal
point with the normal imaging mode. The net exposure time
after the standard data reduction process was 96 ks. The
accumulated photons are 2555 counts with the front-illumi-
nated CCDs (XIS0 + XIS3) and 1874 counts with the back-
illuminated CCD (XIS1) in the 0.4–8 keV energy band. During
the observation, the event rates were ~ ´ -8.25 0.28 10 3

(XIS0, XIS3) photons s−1 and ´ -8.89 0.50 10 3 photons s−1

(XIS1) in the energy band.

3.2. Spectral Analysis

Figure 8 shows the X-ray spectrum obtained with Suzaku. At
first, we tried to fit the X-ray spectra with a single power-law
function, however, the resultant fit was poor (c n2 = 67.71/55)
due to residuals below 1 keV implying the presence of a soft
excess component. We therefore added a blackbody to the
model function for the soft excess, and obtained a better fit
(c n = 51.82 552 ). The dotted lines in Figure 8 describe the
best-fit model functions. The resultant parameters of the model
fitting are summarized in Table 4. In both cases, the column
density converged to zero. The resultant upper limit is
< ´1.2 1021 cm−2 with 90% confidence level, and is consistent
with the Galactic absorption of ´3.23 1020 cm2 for this
direction (Dickey & Lockman 1990; Kalberla et al. 2005).

Figure 3. (a) Phase-folded multi-color light curves. The assumed orbital period is 4.63435 hr and Phase = 0 is set to be MJD = 55500 days. Marker colors represent
the energy bands: red = R, green = V, blue = B, magenta = H, and black = Ks. (b)Spectral energy distributions at increasing phase from minimum to maximum.
Colors correspond to the orbital phase: black = 0–0.1, magenta = 0.1–0.2, red = 0.2–0.3, green = 0.3–0.4, and blue = 0.4–0.5.

Figure 4. Schematic image of the assumed emission model in which a
companion star with a radius rcomp is orbiting around a pulsar at an orbital
radius Rorb. The hemisphere of the companion star facing the pulsar is heated.
In this paper, the inclination angle i is defined as the angle between the line of
sight and the normal line to the orbital plane.

Figure 5. Phase-resolved SED fitted with a model function.
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L(Spin-down):		2.3x1034 erg/s	
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the inclination angle i. The resultant model parameters are
summarized in Figure 6 as functions of the inclination angle.
Although the fit seems rather poor—mainly because of the
large residual in the IR band—we found that an inclination

angle of =i 59 minimizes the c2. For comparison, we also
attempted this analysis without IR data and obtained a best-fit
parameter of =i 52 . These results seem consistent with the
inclination angle reported by Romani & Shaw (2011). The
obtained best-fit parameters are summarized in Table 3.
Additionally, the obtained temperature distributions of the
companion surface are plotted in Figure 7 as functions of the
zenith angle of the pulsar from the measured point on the
companion surface.

3. X-RAY OBSERVATION

3.1. Observation

2FGL J2339.6-05312 was observed with the Suzaku satellite
on 2011 June 29th. The target was observed at the XIS nominal
point with the normal imaging mode. The net exposure time
after the standard data reduction process was 96 ks. The
accumulated photons are 2555 counts with the front-illumi-
nated CCDs (XIS0 + XIS3) and 1874 counts with the back-
illuminated CCD (XIS1) in the 0.4–8 keV energy band. During
the observation, the event rates were ~ ´ -8.25 0.28 10 3

(XIS0, XIS3) photons s−1 and ´ -8.89 0.50 10 3 photons s−1

(XIS1) in the energy band.

3.2. Spectral Analysis

Figure 8 shows the X-ray spectrum obtained with Suzaku. At
first, we tried to fit the X-ray spectra with a single power-law
function, however, the resultant fit was poor (c n2 = 67.71/55)
due to residuals below 1 keV implying the presence of a soft
excess component. We therefore added a blackbody to the
model function for the soft excess, and obtained a better fit
(c n = 51.82 552 ). The dotted lines in Figure 8 describe the
best-fit model functions. The resultant parameters of the model
fitting are summarized in Table 4. In both cases, the column
density converged to zero. The resultant upper limit is
< ´1.2 1021 cm−2 with 90% confidence level, and is consistent
with the Galactic absorption of ´3.23 1020 cm2 for this
direction (Dickey & Lockman 1990; Kalberla et al. 2005).

Figure 3. (a) Phase-folded multi-color light curves. The assumed orbital period is 4.63435 hr and Phase = 0 is set to be MJD = 55500 days. Marker colors represent
the energy bands: red = R, green = V, blue = B, magenta = H, and black = Ks. (b)Spectral energy distributions at increasing phase from minimum to maximum.
Colors correspond to the orbital phase: black = 0–0.1, magenta = 0.1–0.2, red = 0.2–0.3, green = 0.3–0.4, and blue = 0.4–0.5.

Figure 4. Schematic image of the assumed emission model in which a
companion star with a radius rcomp is orbiting around a pulsar at an orbital
radius Rorb. The hemisphere of the companion star facing the pulsar is heated.
In this paper, the inclination angle i is defined as the angle between the line of
sight and the normal line to the orbital plane.

Figure 5. Phase-resolved SED fitted with a model function.
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the inclination angle i. The resultant model parameters are
summarized in Figure 6 as functions of the inclination angle.
Although the fit seems rather poor—mainly because of the
large residual in the IR band—we found that an inclination

angle of =i 59 minimizes the c2. For comparison, we also
attempted this analysis without IR data and obtained a best-fit
parameter of =i 52 . These results seem consistent with the
inclination angle reported by Romani & Shaw (2011). The
obtained best-fit parameters are summarized in Table 3.
Additionally, the obtained temperature distributions of the
companion surface are plotted in Figure 7 as functions of the
zenith angle of the pulsar from the measured point on the
companion surface.

3. X-RAY OBSERVATION

3.1. Observation

2FGL J2339.6-05312 was observed with the Suzaku satellite
on 2011 June 29th. The target was observed at the XIS nominal
point with the normal imaging mode. The net exposure time
after the standard data reduction process was 96 ks. The
accumulated photons are 2555 counts with the front-illumi-
nated CCDs (XIS0 + XIS3) and 1874 counts with the back-
illuminated CCD (XIS1) in the 0.4–8 keV energy band. During
the observation, the event rates were ~ ´ -8.25 0.28 10 3

(XIS0, XIS3) photons s−1 and ´ -8.89 0.50 10 3 photons s−1

(XIS1) in the energy band.

3.2. Spectral Analysis

Figure 8 shows the X-ray spectrum obtained with Suzaku. At
first, we tried to fit the X-ray spectra with a single power-law
function, however, the resultant fit was poor (c n2 = 67.71/55)
due to residuals below 1 keV implying the presence of a soft
excess component. We therefore added a blackbody to the
model function for the soft excess, and obtained a better fit
(c n = 51.82 552 ). The dotted lines in Figure 8 describe the
best-fit model functions. The resultant parameters of the model
fitting are summarized in Table 4. In both cases, the column
density converged to zero. The resultant upper limit is
< ´1.2 1021 cm−2 with 90% confidence level, and is consistent
with the Galactic absorption of ´3.23 1020 cm2 for this
direction (Dickey & Lockman 1990; Kalberla et al. 2005).

Figure 3. (a) Phase-folded multi-color light curves. The assumed orbital period is 4.63435 hr and Phase = 0 is set to be MJD = 55500 days. Marker colors represent
the energy bands: red = R, green = V, blue = B, magenta = H, and black = Ks. (b)Spectral energy distributions at increasing phase from minimum to maximum.
Colors correspond to the orbital phase: black = 0–0.1, magenta = 0.1–0.2, red = 0.2–0.3, green = 0.3–0.4, and blue = 0.4–0.5.

Figure 4. Schematic image of the assumed emission model in which a
companion star with a radius rcomp is orbiting around a pulsar at an orbital
radius Rorb. The hemisphere of the companion star facing the pulsar is heated.
In this paper, the inclination angle i is defined as the angle between the line of
sight and the normal line to the orbital plane.

Figure 5. Phase-resolved SED fitted with a model function.
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the inclination angle i. The resultant model parameters are
summarized in Figure 6 as functions of the inclination angle.
Although the fit seems rather poor—mainly because of the
large residual in the IR band—we found that an inclination

angle of =i 59 minimizes the c2. For comparison, we also
attempted this analysis without IR data and obtained a best-fit
parameter of =i 52 . These results seem consistent with the
inclination angle reported by Romani & Shaw (2011). The
obtained best-fit parameters are summarized in Table 3.
Additionally, the obtained temperature distributions of the
companion surface are plotted in Figure 7 as functions of the
zenith angle of the pulsar from the measured point on the
companion surface.

3. X-RAY OBSERVATION

3.1. Observation

2FGL J2339.6-05312 was observed with the Suzaku satellite
on 2011 June 29th. The target was observed at the XIS nominal
point with the normal imaging mode. The net exposure time
after the standard data reduction process was 96 ks. The
accumulated photons are 2555 counts with the front-illumi-
nated CCDs (XIS0 + XIS3) and 1874 counts with the back-
illuminated CCD (XIS1) in the 0.4–8 keV energy band. During
the observation, the event rates were ~ ´ -8.25 0.28 10 3

(XIS0, XIS3) photons s−1 and ´ -8.89 0.50 10 3 photons s−1

(XIS1) in the energy band.

3.2. Spectral Analysis

Figure 8 shows the X-ray spectrum obtained with Suzaku. At
first, we tried to fit the X-ray spectra with a single power-law
function, however, the resultant fit was poor (c n2 = 67.71/55)
due to residuals below 1 keV implying the presence of a soft
excess component. We therefore added a blackbody to the
model function for the soft excess, and obtained a better fit
(c n = 51.82 552 ). The dotted lines in Figure 8 describe the
best-fit model functions. The resultant parameters of the model
fitting are summarized in Table 4. In both cases, the column
density converged to zero. The resultant upper limit is
< ´1.2 1021 cm−2 with 90% confidence level, and is consistent
with the Galactic absorption of ´3.23 1020 cm2 for this
direction (Dickey & Lockman 1990; Kalberla et al. 2005).

Figure 3. (a) Phase-folded multi-color light curves. The assumed orbital period is 4.63435 hr and Phase = 0 is set to be MJD = 55500 days. Marker colors represent
the energy bands: red = R, green = V, blue = B, magenta = H, and black = Ks. (b)Spectral energy distributions at increasing phase from minimum to maximum.
Colors correspond to the orbital phase: black = 0–0.1, magenta = 0.1–0.2, red = 0.2–0.3, green = 0.3–0.4, and blue = 0.4–0.5.

Figure 4. Schematic image of the assumed emission model in which a
companion star with a radius rcomp is orbiting around a pulsar at an orbital
radius Rorb. The hemisphere of the companion star facing the pulsar is heated.
In this paper, the inclination angle i is defined as the angle between the line of
sight and the normal line to the orbital plane.

Figure 5. Phase-resolved SED fitted with a model function.
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In order to clarify the origin of these two components, phase-
folded X-ray light curves were generated as shown in Figure 9.
In this figure, Phase = 0 was set to be MJD = 55500.0 in the
same way as the optical light curves shown in Figure 3(a).
Panels (a)–(c) in Figure 9 represent the energy bands
0.4–1.0 keV, 2.0–4.0 keV, and 4.0–8.0 keV, respectively.
Clearly, the hard X-ray light curves show clear modulation
coinciding with the orbital motion. This timing coincidence
may imply that the non-thermal emission originates from the
companion surface. However, the shape of the light curves is
somewhat different from the sinusoidal shapes observed in the
optical, i.e., a double-peaked shape at the 2.0–4.0 keV band and
a flat top shape at 4.0–8.0 keV. On the other hand, the soft X-
rays seem to be steady. This may imply that the soft component
has a different emitting region, namely, the pulsar.
To evaluate the upper limit of the modulation factor in the

soft X-ray energy band, we tried to fit the X-ray light curve

Figure 6. Obtained parameters from model-fitting of the phase-resolved SED
as functions of inclination anglei. Panels (a)–(d) show the orbital radius Rorb
and companion radius rcomp, the companion temperature at the cool side, the
heating efficiency f, and the resultant c2 (dof = 901), respectively. The bold
gray line in panel (a) represents the semimajor axis of the companion
calculated from the radial velocity of 350 km s−1 with respect to the mass
centroid of the system (Romani & Shaw 2011). In this calculation, we
employed a spin-down luminosity of the pulsar, = ´L 2.3 10SD

34, based on
Ray et al. (2014).

Figure 7. Simulated temperature of the companion surface as a function of the
zenith angle of the pulsar from the position for which the calculation is
performed. The simulations were performed for the best-fit parameters listed in
Table 3.

Table 3
Obtained Parameters of the Binary System from the Phase-resolved SED

Data set Optical+IRa Opticala

Orbital radius (Rorb)b ´1.08 0.02 1011 cm ´1.18 0.02 1011 cm
Companion radius (rcomp) ´ d1.26 0.02 1010

1.1 cmc ´ d1.53 0.02 1010
1.1 cmc

Companion Temperature (Tcool) 3170 70 K 2740 120 K
Heating Efficiency (f)d 1.42 ± 0.05 1.16 ± 0.04
Inclination angle (i) 59. 0 1. 5 52. 1 1. 0
Bolometric Luminositye ´ d1.09 0.17 1032

1.1
2 erg s−1 ´ d1.12 0.16 1032

1.1
2 erg s−1

c2 1392.6 637.6

Note. Errors are with 1σ confidence level.
a
“Optical” and “IR” correspond to the [B, V, R, I, g’] data set and the [J, H, Ks] data set, respectively.

b Rorb are calculated based on the radial velocity of the companion star reported by Romani & Shaw (2011).
c d1.1 is the distance in units of 1.1 kpc.
d Assuming an isotropic pulsar wind with a luminosity of ´2.3 1034 erg s−1 based on Ray et al. (2014).
e Bolometric luminosity of the companionʼs heated hemisphere.
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51° – 59°

1.1	x	1011 cm

≈3000	K (1.3–1.5)	x	1010 cm

L(heated)	≈	1.1	x	1032 d1.1
2 erg/s
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with a sinusoidal curve and a constant component,
+A πx Bsin (2 ) , where x is the orbital phase. The obtained

amplitude of the sinusoidal curve is
= ´ -A (0.80 0.34) 10 3 counts s−1 against the constant

component of = ´ -B (3.95 0.23) 10 3 counts s−1. There-
fore, the upper limit of the modulation factor is <A B 28.6%
with 1σ confidence level. Note that the maximum point was not
fixed to be phase = 0.5 in this estimation; this helped to
maximize the modulation factor. The best-fit model curve is
shown in Figure 9(a).

If we adopt the two-component model consisting of a
blackbody and a power-law function from the X-ray spectro-
scopy, then we can roughly evaluate the contributions from
these two components to the constant emission. The phase-
averaged absorbed-photon flux for the blackbody and the
power law in the 0.4–1.0 keV energy band are both ´ -2.0 10 5

photons s−1. Assuming that the constant component originates
in the blackbody, the modulation factor is expected to be (PL)/
(BB + PL)∼50%, which is about twice the measured value.
Taking into account the large errors arising from the
uncertainties of the blackbody components (see Table 4), the
measured modulation factor should be larger because of the
tight upper limits to the blackbody component. This may
indicate that the constant emission may consist of the
blackbody from the neutron star (NS) surface and the non-
thermal component originating in the pulsar magnetosphere.

3.3. Temporal Analysis

The upper panel of Figure 10 shows the obtained X-ray light
curve with a bin size of 600 s for the energy range of
0.4–8.0 keV. Note that the whole length of the light curve is
190 ks, containing occultation periods of Earth and corre-
sponding to twice the net exposure time of 96 ks. Although the
photon statistics seem poor, the X-rays show periodic
variability coincident with an orbital period of 16,683 s. We
expected to observe the flare-like features reported in previous
studies (Kataoka et al. 2012; Papitto et al. 2013; Ferrigno
et al. 2014; Linares et al. 2014), which may be related to the
accretion activity; however, no significant evidence for this was
discovered. Nonetheless, the shape of the light curve seems to
change over time.
In order to clarify the temporal variation in the waveform of

the X-ray light curve, we traced the temporal changes of the
power spectrum with the Lomb-Scargle algorithm, which can
be applied to an unevenly sampled data set. In this analysis, we
employed a rectangular function as a window function to detect
small changes from a short data sequence. The width of the
window function was set to 50 ks in order to cover three orbital
laps and to detect the light curve variations for the total
exposure time of 190 ks. We then scanned the light curve by
sweeping the window function and generated a power spectrum
for every timespan in the light curve. Note that this method
cannot detect rapid variations of the power spectra (faster than
a few tens of kiloseconds) because the width of the time
window has a finite timespan.

Figure 8. X-ray spectra observed by the XIS on board the Suzaku satellite.
Black and red data points corresponds to the spectra observed with the front-
illuminated CCDs (XIS0 and XIS3) and with the back illuminated CCD
(XIS1), respectively. Dotted lines show the best-fit model functions consisting
of a low-temperature blackbody and a power-law function. The model
parameters are found in Table 4.

Table 4
Results of Model Fitting of the Averaged X-ray Spectra

Model
wabs*(bbody +
power law) wabs*power law

NH (1021 cm−2) <1.2 (0) <0.13 (0)
Blackbody Temperature (keV) 0.15 ± 0.06 L
Blackbody Radius (km)† -

+0.28 0.16
0.93 L

Power-law Photon Index -
+1.14 0.15

0.14 1.32 ± 0.08
Power-law Flux -0.5 10keV ( -10 13

erg cm−2 s−1)
2.50 ± 0.16 2.50 ± 0.15

Total flux -0.5 10keV ( -10 13 erg
cm−2 s−1)

-
+2.67 1.25

0.01
-
+2.46 0.73

0.04

c2 (dof) 51.82 (51) 67.71(53)

Note. Errors are with 90% confidence level.
† Blackbody radius assuming a distance of 1.1 kpc.

Figure 9. Phase-folded X-ray light curves for the (a) 0.4–1.0 keV, (b)
2.0–4.0 keV, and (c) 4.0–8.0 keV energy bands. Phase = 0 is set to be
MJD = 55500.0 in the same way as the optical light curves. Dotted line in
panel (a) is the best-fit sinusoidal curve for evaluating the modulation factor.
Dashed line in panel (c) shows a model function for synchrotron emission from
a thin layer covering the companion hemisphere.
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with a sinusoidal curve and a constant component,
+A πx Bsin (2 ) , where x is the orbital phase. The obtained

amplitude of the sinusoidal curve is
= ´ -A (0.80 0.34) 10 3 counts s−1 against the constant

component of = ´ -B (3.95 0.23) 10 3 counts s−1. There-
fore, the upper limit of the modulation factor is <A B 28.6%
with 1σ confidence level. Note that the maximum point was not
fixed to be phase = 0.5 in this estimation; this helped to
maximize the modulation factor. The best-fit model curve is
shown in Figure 9(a).

If we adopt the two-component model consisting of a
blackbody and a power-law function from the X-ray spectro-
scopy, then we can roughly evaluate the contributions from
these two components to the constant emission. The phase-
averaged absorbed-photon flux for the blackbody and the
power law in the 0.4–1.0 keV energy band are both ´ -2.0 10 5

photons s−1. Assuming that the constant component originates
in the blackbody, the modulation factor is expected to be (PL)/
(BB + PL)∼50%, which is about twice the measured value.
Taking into account the large errors arising from the
uncertainties of the blackbody components (see Table 4), the
measured modulation factor should be larger because of the
tight upper limits to the blackbody component. This may
indicate that the constant emission may consist of the
blackbody from the neutron star (NS) surface and the non-
thermal component originating in the pulsar magnetosphere.

3.3. Temporal Analysis

The upper panel of Figure 10 shows the obtained X-ray light
curve with a bin size of 600 s for the energy range of
0.4–8.0 keV. Note that the whole length of the light curve is
190 ks, containing occultation periods of Earth and corre-
sponding to twice the net exposure time of 96 ks. Although the
photon statistics seem poor, the X-rays show periodic
variability coincident with an orbital period of 16,683 s. We
expected to observe the flare-like features reported in previous
studies (Kataoka et al. 2012; Papitto et al. 2013; Ferrigno
et al. 2014; Linares et al. 2014), which may be related to the
accretion activity; however, no significant evidence for this was
discovered. Nonetheless, the shape of the light curve seems to
change over time.
In order to clarify the temporal variation in the waveform of

the X-ray light curve, we traced the temporal changes of the
power spectrum with the Lomb-Scargle algorithm, which can
be applied to an unevenly sampled data set. In this analysis, we
employed a rectangular function as a window function to detect
small changes from a short data sequence. The width of the
window function was set to 50 ks in order to cover three orbital
laps and to detect the light curve variations for the total
exposure time of 190 ks. We then scanned the light curve by
sweeping the window function and generated a power spectrum
for every timespan in the light curve. Note that this method
cannot detect rapid variations of the power spectra (faster than
a few tens of kiloseconds) because the width of the time
window has a finite timespan.

Figure 8. X-ray spectra observed by the XIS on board the Suzaku satellite.
Black and red data points corresponds to the spectra observed with the front-
illuminated CCDs (XIS0 and XIS3) and with the back illuminated CCD
(XIS1), respectively. Dotted lines show the best-fit model functions consisting
of a low-temperature blackbody and a power-law function. The model
parameters are found in Table 4.

Table 4
Results of Model Fitting of the Averaged X-ray Spectra

Model
wabs*(bbody +
power law) wabs*power law

NH (1021 cm−2) <1.2 (0) <0.13 (0)
Blackbody Temperature (keV) 0.15 ± 0.06 L
Blackbody Radius (km)† -

+0.28 0.16
0.93 L

Power-law Photon Index -
+1.14 0.15

0.14 1.32 ± 0.08
Power-law Flux -0.5 10keV ( -10 13

erg cm−2 s−1)
2.50 ± 0.16 2.50 ± 0.15

Total flux -0.5 10keV ( -10 13 erg
cm−2 s−1)

-
+2.67 1.25

0.01
-
+2.46 0.73

0.04

c2 (dof) 51.82 (51) 67.71(53)

Note. Errors are with 90% confidence level.
† Blackbody radius assuming a distance of 1.1 kpc.

Figure 9. Phase-folded X-ray light curves for the (a) 0.4–1.0 keV, (b)
2.0–4.0 keV, and (c) 4.0–8.0 keV energy bands. Phase = 0 is set to be
MJD = 55500.0 in the same way as the optical light curves. Dotted line in
panel (a) is the best-fit sinusoidal curve for evaluating the modulation factor.
Dashed line in panel (c) shows a model function for synchrotron emission from
a thin layer covering the companion hemisphere.
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the inclination angle i. The resultant model parameters are
summarized in Figure 6 as functions of the inclination angle.
Although the fit seems rather poor—mainly because of the
large residual in the IR band—we found that an inclination

angle of =i 59 minimizes the c2. For comparison, we also
attempted this analysis without IR data and obtained a best-fit
parameter of =i 52 . These results seem consistent with the
inclination angle reported by Romani & Shaw (2011). The
obtained best-fit parameters are summarized in Table 3.
Additionally, the obtained temperature distributions of the
companion surface are plotted in Figure 7 as functions of the
zenith angle of the pulsar from the measured point on the
companion surface.

3. X-RAY OBSERVATION

3.1. Observation

2FGL J2339.6-05312 was observed with the Suzaku satellite
on 2011 June 29th. The target was observed at the XIS nominal
point with the normal imaging mode. The net exposure time
after the standard data reduction process was 96 ks. The
accumulated photons are 2555 counts with the front-illumi-
nated CCDs (XIS0 + XIS3) and 1874 counts with the back-
illuminated CCD (XIS1) in the 0.4–8 keV energy band. During
the observation, the event rates were ~ ´ -8.25 0.28 10 3

(XIS0, XIS3) photons s−1 and ´ -8.89 0.50 10 3 photons s−1

(XIS1) in the energy band.

3.2. Spectral Analysis

Figure 8 shows the X-ray spectrum obtained with Suzaku. At
first, we tried to fit the X-ray spectra with a single power-law
function, however, the resultant fit was poor (c n2 = 67.71/55)
due to residuals below 1 keV implying the presence of a soft
excess component. We therefore added a blackbody to the
model function for the soft excess, and obtained a better fit
(c n = 51.82 552 ). The dotted lines in Figure 8 describe the
best-fit model functions. The resultant parameters of the model
fitting are summarized in Table 4. In both cases, the column
density converged to zero. The resultant upper limit is
< ´1.2 1021 cm−2 with 90% confidence level, and is consistent
with the Galactic absorption of ´3.23 1020 cm2 for this
direction (Dickey & Lockman 1990; Kalberla et al. 2005).

Figure 3. (a) Phase-folded multi-color light curves. The assumed orbital period is 4.63435 hr and Phase = 0 is set to be MJD = 55500 days. Marker colors represent
the energy bands: red = R, green = V, blue = B, magenta = H, and black = Ks. (b)Spectral energy distributions at increasing phase from minimum to maximum.
Colors correspond to the orbital phase: black = 0–0.1, magenta = 0.1–0.2, red = 0.2–0.3, green = 0.3–0.4, and blue = 0.4–0.5.

Figure 4. Schematic image of the assumed emission model in which a
companion star with a radius rcomp is orbiting around a pulsar at an orbital
radius Rorb. The hemisphere of the companion star facing the pulsar is heated.
In this paper, the inclination angle i is defined as the angle between the line of
sight and the normal line to the orbital plane.

Figure 5. Phase-resolved SED fitted with a model function.
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2FGL	J2339.6-0532		
— Long-term X-ray light	curve Yatsu et	al.	2015The lower panel of Figure 10 shows the obtained period-

ogram as a function of time, which represents the central time
of the sampled time window. Therefore, the periodogram at
t = 25 ks consists of the X-ray light curve in the time span of

⩽ ⩽t0 50 ks. Both ends of the grayscale map are omitted
because the time window can sweep in the range of the
obtained light curve. The sweeping step size was set to 600 s.
Therefore, the time resolution of the running periodogram is
about 230, which is much greater than the timescale that can be
detected by this method. Nevertheless, a clear peak structure
was detected at a frequency of around = ´ -f 0.6 101

5 Hz,
which corresponds to the orbital frequency. On the other hand,

= ´ -f 1.2 102
5 Hz appears to denote the second harmonic of

the orbital frequency, which may be related to the dip structure
of the double-peaked light curve. Interestingly, these two
components in the power spectra decrease sequentially after
t = 1.2́ 104 s.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Constraints on the Inclination Angle of the Binary Orbit

The model fitting of the phase-resolved SED resulted in
inclination angles of =i 59 from the entire data set (covering
optical + IR bands) and =i 52 from the optical-only data.
This discrepancy seems to arise from the systematic errors of
the reference stars in the IR band (J, H, Ks), resulting in an
underestimate of the target luminosity in the IR band.
Therefore, the SED of the optical+IR data set tended to return
higher companion temperatures than the optical-only data. On
the other hand, it is also difficult to constrain the temperature
with the optical-only data (B, V, g’, R, and I), which may then
result in an underestimate of the companion temperature.
Therefore, the true inclination angle must be in the range of

< <i52 59 . Hereafter, we take ~i 55 5 .
We should also summarize the pulsar parameters in

preparation for the discussion below. Ray et al. (2014) recently
reported the detection of radio and gamma-ray pulse emission
from the central MSP with a period of 2.88 ms with a spin-
down luminosity of = ´L 2.3 10SD

34 erg s−1. Based on these
parameters, the pulsar’s surface magnetic field can be

estimated, assuming that the pulsar’s rotation energy is
dissipated by dipole radiation (Longair 1994),

= ´ = ´ -( )B PP I* 3.0 10 ˙ 1.9 10 G, (2)19 1 2 8
45

1 2

where I45 is the pulsar’s moment of inertia in units of 1045 g
cm2, which is a typical magnetic field for a standard MSP.

4.2. Condition for Mass Accretion

In the case of NS binary systems, the mass accretion process
is thought to be controlled by the propeller effect (Stella
et al. 1986), i.e., the pressure balance between the ram pressure
of accreting material pram and the magnetic pressure of the
pulsar pB. Here we define rm where pB and pram are in balance:
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where G is the gravitational constant, r* is the NS radius, M* is
the NS mass, and ṁ is the mass accretion rate. Near the pulsar,
charged particles are trapped by the pulsar magnetosphere and
are corotating with the pulsar. If the accreting gas approaches
the NS within a radius,
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at which the centrifugal force and the gravitational attraction

Figure 10. Upper panel shows the X-ray light curve for the energy band of 0.4–8.0 keV with a bin size of 600 s. Lower panel shows the running periodogram
generated from the X-ray light curve shown in the upper panel with the Lomb-Scargle algorithm. We employed a 50 ks rectangular window function that scans over
the entire X-ray light curve of 190 ks. The horizontal line in the lower panel corresponds to the center time of the sampled time span of 50 ks. The gray scale shows the
arbitrary amplitude of modulation. Note that the amplitude of 6.3 correspond to 90% confidence level.
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Mode	change	to	intermittent	accretion	(?)



PSR	J2022+3842	 by	���� (���)



PSR J2022+3842

Arzoumanian et al (2011)

Arumugasamy et (2014)

• Chandra found a pulsar-like source in SNR G76.9+1.0

• Deep GBT radio search: P0=24 ms pulsar discovered

• ~10 kpc, behind Cygnus.

• One week of RXTE observations: one of highest known Ė’s.

• XMM observations: P0=48 ms and ‘only’ Ė = 3E37 erg/s (#8)

• No phase connected ephemeris. 3FGL no, 4FGLyes.

• March 2015: Haruka Ohuchi discovers gamma pulsations using gtpsearch in the  

F0,F1 range around the RXTE, XMM values.

• Haruka also showed , all near MJD ~ 55000:

i. Evidence for flare

ii. Evidence for glitch

iii. Possible profile change.

• Since September 2015: Smith & Guillemot working to improve the ephemeris.

Ray, Ransom, Gotthelf, Clark helping at times.

http://mode.obspm.fr/pdf/Smith.pdf



‘anti-glitch’ -2e-7 @ 55000

http://mode.obspm.fr/pdf/Smith.pdf



Dots: GBT rotation frequencies.

X’s: Only 2 of 4 are good at this epoch.

Red-dash: F0,F1 that gives >5s in g’s.

Huge anti-glitch.

Light blue dash: F0,F1,F2 compatible  

with radio & X-ray measurements.

Anti-glitch -2e-7.

(sinusoïd: topocentric-barycentric)

http://mode.obspm.fr/pdf/Smith.pdf



>300 MeV gammas

PRELIMINARY

RXTE

GBT 2 GHz

http://mode.obspm.fr/pdf/Smith.pdf



Haruka’s March 2015 Collaboration meeting presentation

• Haruka showed evidence for a glitch near MJD 55000.

• Pulsar flare at same time as a glitch? Would be the first ever seen.

• Haruka is working on demonstrating that the flare is real.

• Lucas and I working to understand which glitches are real.

PRELIMINARY

http://mode.obspm.fr/pdf/Smith.pdf



Why is J2022+3842 so difficult?

For reasonable cuts, 220 on-peak photons over 450 b’grd counts (8.5s),

in 730 days .

10 signal photons per month.

Poisson: 6 of the 53 months will have <6 photons.

( '1450 = 21 -+ b’grd fluctuations larger than the average signal.)

F0, F1 over a sparse sample can be skewed by a few on-source, on-

phase background photons in that interval (plus pulsar timing jitter).

When you extend the maybe not-quite-right F0,F1 to an epoch with a  

downward S/N fluctuation

the signal violently disappears!

http://mode.obspm.fr/pdf/Smith.pdf



PSR	B1259–63

https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/GLAST/news/odd-couple.html



PSR	B1259-63		X-ray	flux	vs.	orbital	phase
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PSR	B1259–63
gamma-ray	and	X-ray	emission	near	periastron
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図 1.6: PSR B1259−63/LS 2883 連星系のイメージ図 : 出典 http://www.nasa.gov

図 1.7: 近星点付近のガンマ線・X 線の増光の様子 (M. Chernyakova et al. (2014))

位相に着目する。全天 X 線監視装置 MAXI (1.5 節を参照) の約 5 年間の観測データを詳
細に調査した結果、非近星点付近の位相においても PSR B1259−63 を含む領域で X 線

M. Chernyakova et al. (2014) 



PSR	B1259-63
X-ray	light	curve
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図 4.1: 2009 年 6 月 18 日 (MJD 55050) から 2014 年 12 月 18 日 (MJD 57009) までの
PSR B1259−63 の光度曲線。 上から、MAXI GSC 4.0 - 10.0 keV (1日 bin), Swift BAT

15 - 50 keV (5日 bin) である。また、2 つの青い領域はそれぞれ近星日± 30 日を表して
いる。尚、変動を分かりやすくするために、各グラフに y = 0 の赤線を引いている。

flare ID 期間 継続時間 軌道位相 Separation

[day] φ ×1013 [cm]

Flare 1 MJD 55395−55415 20 0.887 10.8

Flare 2 MJD 55640−55665 25 0.085 6.41

Flare 3 MJD 56330−56345 15 0.641 13.5

Flare 4 MJD 56730−56740 10 0.962 3.72

Flare 5 MJD 56950−56975 25 0.148 9.00

表 4.1: PSR B1259−63 の Swift/XRT による観測

4.1.1 MAXI GSC の X 線画像

PSR B1259−63 の近傍には、明るい X 線源が複数存在しており、それらの天体からの
X 線が PSR B1259−63 の領域へ入り込んでいる可能性がる。そこで、非近星点付近にお

�	
� (2017)
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図 4.2: 各 Flare の軌道上の位置を示している。軌道位相 φ を近星点を 0 として定義す
る。この図の中で、パルサーは反時計回りに回転している。

ける増光が PSR B1259−63 からのものであるかを確かめるために、増光している時間に
おける 4.0−10.0 keV の X 線画像を作成し、本天体を含む領域からの X 線かどうかの判
別を行った。 図 4.3 と 図 4.4 はそれぞれ、増光している時期 Flare 3 を足し合わせた本
天体の領域の画像 (図 4.3) と増光していない時期の同じ領域の画像 (図 4.4) である。 図
4.3, 図 4.4 はともに、MAXI on-demand process で作成した。この X 線画像は 1 組 3 枚
のセットとなっており、左側の図が PSR B1259−63 を中心に半径 8 deg の領域の画像、
右上の画像の中心の円状の領域が PSR B1259−63 が存在している領域、右下の画像の円
環領域がバックグラウンド領域である。また、右側の画像の中で緑色の斜線が引いてある
領域は、他の X 線天体が存在していることを示しており、その領域からの X 線は除外し
ている。
図 4.3 の上方向の明るい天体が GX 304−1 (離角 2.24 deg), 右方向の明るい天体が GX

301−2 (離角 4.20 deg), 下方向の明るい天体が 4U 1254−690 (離角 5.48 deg) である。図
4.3, 図 4.4 を見比べると、図 4.3 の中心付近に X 線源がうっすらと存在していることが確
認できる。従って、PSR B1259−63 を含む領域で増光が起こっていることは確認された。
しかしながら、近くの 3つの明るいX線源よりもはるかに近い位置に、IGR J13020−6359



MAXI	flare	source	
positions	

�	
� (2017)
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図 4.6: Flare 1 に対して、位置決定計算を行った結果。 × 印は位置決定計算の座標を表
している。 点線は統計誤差 σstat のみを考慮した誤差領域 (90 ％ 信頼区間) を表し、実
線は系統誤差までを考慮した誤差領域 (σtot) を表している。

標を表している。 図 4.6 によると、エラー領域の中に IGR J13020−6359 のカタログ座
標は含まれるが、PSR B1259−63 のカタログ座標は含まれていない。つまり、Flare 1 は
IGR J13020−6359 からの増光である可能性が高く、これは Swift XRT の観測結果とも矛
盾しない。 従って、位置決定計算の結果は、正しいということが確かめられた。

4.3.2 Flare 2∼5 について

次に、Flare 1 以外の 4 つの増光に対して、位置決定計算を行った。図 4.7 はそれぞれ、
Flare 2−5 に対して位置決定計算を行った結果である。図 4.7 によると、Flare 2, 3, 5 の
計算された位置は PSR B1259−63 のカタログ座標の方に寄っており、Flare 4 の計算され
た位置は IGR J13020−6359 のカタログ座標の方に寄っている。しかし、Flare 2−5 に対
する位置決定計算で得られた 90 ％ 信頼区間の大きさが全体的に大きく、また Flare 2 に
関してはエラー領域が両天体のカタログ座標を含んでおらず、Flare 4 に関してはエラー
領域が両天体のカタログ座標を含んでしまっている。従って、位置決定計算の結果だけで
は、Flare 2−5 に関してどちらの天体が増光した、ということを断定する事はできない。
そのため、議論では Flare 2−5 が全て PSR B1259−63 からの増光であったと仮定する。
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図 4.7: Flare 2−5 に対して、それぞれ位置決定計算を行った結果。× 印は位置決定計算
の座標を表している。点線は統計誤差 σstat のみを考慮した誤差領域 (90 ％ 信頼区間) を
表し、実線は系統誤差までを考慮した誤差領域 (σtot) を表している。

4.3.3 Flare 2, 3, 5 のデータを足し合わせてから位置決定計算を行った
結果

位置決定計算の結果、Flare 2, 3, 5 は PSR B1259−63 からの増光である可能性が高い
ということがわかったが、到来光子数が少ないために位置決定計算の結果の誤差領域が大
きくなってしまっていた。 従って、 統計的な誤差領域 σstat (点線で示された領域) を小
さくするために、Flare 2, 3, 5 の光子を全て足し合わせてから、位置決定計算を行った。
図 4.8 は、Flare 2, 3, 5 を足し合わせてから位置決定計算を行った結果である。図 4.8 に
よると、実線で示された誤差領域の大きさが図 4.7 で示される誤差領域よりも小さくなっ
た。また、小さくなった誤差領域が PSR B1259−63 のカタログ座標のみを含むことがわ
かった。 従って、Flare 2, 3, 5 は PSR B1259−63 からの放射が支配的であると言える。
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Flare ID orbital phase Flux (1-20 keV) L1−20keV

φ ×10−10 erg cm−2 s−1 ×1035 [erg cm−2 s−1]

Flare 2 0.085 2.81+0.51
−0.60 1.77+0.32

−0.37

Flare 3 0.641 4.76+0.50
−0.71 3.00+0.32

−0.45

Flare 4 0.962 7.41+0.50
−2.31 4.67+0.32

−1.46

Flare 5 0.148 3.83+0.21
−0.73 2.42+0.13

−0.46

表 5.1: MAXI/GSC のデータから得られた Flare 2−5 の flux と光度。 天体までの距離
は 2.3 kpc を仮定している。

の条件式と式 (1.3), (1.4) から、物質が中性子星表面へ降着するために必要な質量降着率
を求める事が出来る。

Ṁ >
B2r6ω7/3

23/2G5/3M5/3
(5.1)

上式に、PSR B1259−63の物理パラメータ B = 3×1011 [G], rNS = 106 [cm], Pspin = 47.8

[ms], MNS = 1.4M⊙ を代入すると、

Ṁ > 4.58× 1019 [g/s] (5.2)

となる。質量降着率がこの条件式を満たす場合、観測される X 線の大きさは、

LX =
GMNSṀ

rNS
> 8.5× 1039 [erg/s] (5.3)

となり、今回観測された増光の明るさよりもはるかに大きくなってしまう。したがって、
今回観測された増光も、従来考えられてきた電子と陽電子の衝撃波加速によって起こった
と仮定して、議論を進めていく。

5.3 衝撃波加速を受けた電子と陽電子からの放射
ここでは、衝撃波加速を受けた電子と陽電子から放射が起こったと仮定し、今回の増光
を説明する物理的なパラメータを決定する。 PSR B1259−63 には、近星点付近での増光
を説明する様々なモデルが存在する。 その中で本研究では、Murata et al. 2003 で提唱
された衝撃波加速モデルを使用する。

x10	ASCA	flux



PSR	1259-63	flare

• Accretion	unlikely	due	to	propeller	effect

• pulsar-stellar	wind	collision	may	be	responsible

• required	clump	density/mass	comparable	to	those	
found	in	Vela	X-1	and	Supergiant	fast	X-ray	
transients	(SFXTs)

Animation	of	Supergiant	Fast	X-Ray	

Transient,	IGR	J18410-0535	(c)	ESA
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Fig. 2.— ACIS images from our previous two observations, ObIDs 14205 (top left) and 14206 (top right), and the new data (bottom left).
The blob of extended emission is clearly traveling away from the binary. The bottom right panel shows the false color image (di↵erent colors
correspond to di↵erent observation epochs) demonstrating the motion and changes in morphology. The dashed line connects the binary
and the centroid of the feature in the new data image. The angular separation between the extended feature and the binary as a function
of time is shown in Figure 3. The spectral extraction regions (core and extended emission are shown in black and cyan, respectively) on
new data image. North is up, east is to the left. The radius of the black circle is 0.009; the background extraction region (not shown)
is an annulus with radii 8.0055  r  19.0018. The white crosses mark the positions of the extended emission as obtained with the CIAO
celldetect tool. The apparent asymmetry of the bight core seen in the merged image of ObsIDs 16563+16583 can, at least partly, be
attributed to the known Chandra mirror asymmetry.

�P ⇠ (P 3/4⇡2I)Ecl ⇠ 6⇥10�8(mcl/1025 g) s. However,
no such period jumps were noticed in the most detailed
timing analysis available (Shannon et al. 2014). These
authors mention systematic variations in timing residu-
als close to the 6 periastron passages covered by their
analysis, but they attribute those to uncorrected varia-
tions in dispersion measure or scattering of the pulsar
radiation through the disk. Thus, it seems that the spin-
down due to the pulsar-disk interaction does not look as
a plausible source of the clump energy. In principle, one
might assume that a small fraction of pulsar’s kinetic
energy, Ekin ⇠ 1048 erg (near periastron), is somehow
converted into the clump’s energy in the course of pulsar-
disk interaction, but a decrease of Ekin should result in
a decrease of binary period Pb, which is not consistent

with the results of timing analysis8. Thus, we conclude
that even the mixed clump scenario looks problematic
because ejection of a large mass is required to overcome
the drag force, and it remains unclear what is the energy
source and how such a mass could be accelerated to a
velocity ⇠ 0.1c during the short time of the pulsar-disk
interaction.
The drag deceleration and energy deficit problems can

be alleviated if, instead of the companion’s wind bubble,
the clump is moving in the unshocked PW whose veloc-
ity, close to the speed of light, significantly exceeds the

8 On the contrary, Shannon et al. (2014) found a hint of increase
of the binary period, with a derivative Ṗb = (1.4 ± 0.7) ⇥ 10�8 s
s�1, corresponding to �Pb ⇡ 1.5 s per binary cycle, which they
attribute to mass loss due to the polar wind of LS 2883.

12/17/2011 05/19/2013

02/08,09/2014

extended	source	moving	at	0.07c

http://chandra.harvard.edu/photo

/2015/psrb1259/

PSR	1259-63	– Chandra	observations
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Rapid	Burster “Accordion”	
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Tawara et	al.	1984



Rapid	Burster “Accordion”	 Tawara et	al.	1984
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“Accordion”-like	burst	profile

• Time-scale	invariant

• Not	self-similar

• Requires	three	components
• Main	reservoir	(E-Dt	relation)
• emission	region

• “accordion”	profile	shaper

• “shaper”	related	to	“fixed”	structure
• Multi-pole	magnetic	field	of	the	neutron	star?

• Comptonized spectrum
• bulk-motion	Comptonization?	(Hirotani et	al.	1988)



Main	reservoir

(most	likely	accretion	disk)

Emission	region

(neutron	star	surface)

”Accordion”	shaper

(multipole	sink?)
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Magnetic	poles	on	neutron	stars
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FIG. 3.ÈModel for movement of a single magnetic Ñux tube in a spinning-down neutron star core. (a) Side view of initial Ñux-tube path (thicker line). In
the crust and beyond, the magnetic Ðeld is not conÐned to quantized Ñux tubes. Neutron superÑuid vortex lines are indicated as unÐlled tubes. Because the
core Ðeld would be expected to have had toroidal as well as poloidal components before the superconducting transition, the Ñux-tube path is probably quite
tortured while the vortex array is quasi-uniform. (b) Top view of (a) from along the spin-axis direction. (c) Top view of the Ñux tubes in the equatorial zone
after long spin-down. A conducting crust platelet moves with the Ñux-tube capitals, pushed beyond the crustÏs yield strength in part by the crustÏs own pinned
vortex lines and, crucially, by the pull of core Ñux tubes. As core neutron vortex motion moves an entrained Ñux tube, that tube is ultimately pushed into the
crust core boundary for almost any initial Ñux-tube conÐguration.

toward the spin equator is predicted to be much slower than
that of the coreÏs neutron vortex lines. In much older
pulsars, with Ñux tubes and vortices moving together, a
signiÐcant fraction of the Ñux should begin to reach the spin
equator and be pushed out through the crust-core interface
region into the deep crust. Subsequently, the coreÏs vortex
array no longer controls the movement of that Ñux. The
movement of a typical Ñux tube is sketched in (forFigure 3
an initial nonsunspot conÐguration). When enough Ñux is
expelled from the core, the huge stresses that build up in the
crust (whose rigidity alone prevents rapid reconnection
between north and south polar regions of core-ejected Ñux)
can become large enough to exceed the yield strength of the
crust. Then reconnection allowed by crust breaking and
Eddy dissipation begin. [The magnetic stress on the crust
could reach or even exceed with theBB

c
/8n, B

c
º 1015 G

magnetic Ðeld within a Ñux tube. The yield strength of a
neutron starÏs crust when stressed over a surface area of
radius DR is where k is the deep crust shearkh

max
*/R,

modulus, * the crust thickness, and the maximumh
maxstrain before yielding by breaking or plastic Ñow. (This crust

strength is about a tenth of the ““ yield stress ÏÏ of crustal
matter.) Because depends upon uncalculated details ofh

max

crustal dislocations and impurities, its value is uncertain.
Typical estimates for it give Thenh

max
\ 10~3. BB

c
/8n D

dynes dynes cm~2. In addi-1026 cm~2 º kh
max

*/R D 1025

tion, and perhaps of greater signiÐcance, the timescale for
reconnection because of Eddy di†usion through the thin
crust is diminished because of the special core-expelled
magnetic Ðeld geometry : the radial Ðeld B is much smaller
than the tangential Ðeld The relevant Eddy di†usionB

c
.

time D(4n*2/c2) ] (crust conductivity). The unknown
impurity contribution to crust conductivity makes quanti-
tative estimates of the di†usion time quite uncertain. It is
not implausible that it can be less than the 106 yr lifetime of
most radio pulsars.] The surface Ðeld evolution of a
spinning-down star after most north and south pole regions
reach the coreÏs spin-equator and ultimately reconnect is
sketched in The unreconnected Ñux still left in theFigure 4.
stellar core is roughly proportional to ). Then k P ), and

gives n \ 5. This predicted decline withequation (21)
increasing spin period P in the dipole component of the
surface Ðeld is shown as segment (bÈcÈd) in We seeFigure 2.
no reason for those strongly magnetized north and south
polar surface regions (magnetized ““ platelets ÏÏ) that have
been pushed to the spin equator after some Ðxed time to

FIG. 4.ÈMovement of magnetized patches (““ platelets ÏÏ) on the surface of a spinning-down pulsar : (a) initial surface magnetic Ðeld conÐguration ; (b) after
substantial spin-down, the main (most strongly magnetized) patches have reached the spin equatorial zone where reconnection can occur ; (c) remaining
magnetized patches after reconnection. The magnitude of B at the patch N@ remains about the same as its initial one in (a), but the dipole moment (l) has
become much smaller and its orientation is changed. Ruderman et	al.	1998



(No)	Conclusion
• 2FGL	J2339.6-0532 – Black	widow	pulsar	

• mode	switch	from	rotation-powered	pulsar	to	
intermittent	accretion?

• Simultaneous	radio-X-ray	observation	needed

• PSR	J2022+3842	– Young	pulsar
• gamma-ray	flare	and	anti-glitch,	pulse	fraction	change?

• PSR	B1259–63	– Be	star	– pulsar	system
• transient	mass	eruption	from	Be	companion?

• Be	disk	disruption?

• Rapid	Burster (X1730-335)	– low-mass	binary
• draining	matter	to	multi-pole	sink?


